In this paper we consider an optimal control problem for partially observable Markov decision processes with finite states, signals and actions OVE,r an infinite horizon. It is shown that there are €-optimal piecewise·linear value functions and piecl~wise-constant policies which are simple. Simple means that there are only finitely many pieces, each of which is defined on a convex polyhedral set.
I. Introduction
The partially observable Markov proc:ess, introduced by Dynkin [5] , consists of two stochastic processes, the core process {X n , n=l, 2, ••• }, which cannot directly be observed, and the signal process {Sn' n" 1, 2, ••• } which becomes known at each decision epoch n = 1, 2, •.. . The core process is a Markov chain and the signal process is ?robabi1istica11y related to the core process by the conditional probability Y ie of observing a signal e given that the core process is in state i. Dynkin shows that the state occupancy probability represents a sufficient statistic for the complete past history.
Astrtlm [1] also considered a similar model with finite states and finite actions over a finite horizon, using the method of successive approximation to find £-optimal cost vectors, however, it is only applicable toproblems in two dimensions. Smallwood and Sondik [8] have indep~ndently obtained similar results. Later, Sondik [9] extended this model to the inifinite horizon and introduced the class of finitely tranient policies. White [10] has considered a partially observable semi-Markov process with a finite horizon where the controller knows the times of the core process transition. Sawaragi and Yoshikawa [7] also studied the partially observable control problem with countable states states, uncountable action sets and infinite horizon, where they have explicitly showed that such partially observable models can be transformed into an ordinary complete observable one.
In this paper, under the setting of [8] , we shall consider an optimal control problem with discounted cost over an infinite horizon. We introduce three concepts of simple partitions, simple policies, and piecewise linear functions. Using only these concepts we present an algorithm to find an approximation to the optimal cost function. We also show that we can construct an £-optirnal simple stationary policy. We are guaranteed to obtain an £-approximation of the optimal cost function in finite steps, and each step we only need to find a finite number of vectors by linear programming. Also, an application to a machine maintenance model will be discussed.
Furthermore, in this paper a special class called finite transient, of stationary policies will be considered. We shall show that such policies have very attractive properties and are useful for approximating an optimal policy.
If policies are finitely transient, partially observable Markov decision processes can be reduced without loss of generality into finite state Markov decision processes with complete observation.
Sondik [9] has originally introduced the concept of finite transientness of policies for the model with finite sets of states, signals and actions over infinite horizor.. However, many parts of his paper are unclear. These will be revised and clarified by giving a different definition of finitely transient policies. The same notation and symbols as in Sondik's paper are adopted here except where confusion occurs.
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Statement of the Problem
Consider a Markov decision process (called the core process) with state set rl = {l, 2, ... , N}, with finite action set A, with probability transition matrices {pa, a e: A}, and with immediate cost vectors {qa, a e: A}. Let X be the state n at the n-th transition. Assume that the process {X , n = 0, 1, 2, ••• } cannot be n observed, but at each transition a signal is transmitted to the decision maker.
The set of possible signals S = {l, 2, ... , e} is assumed to be finite. For each n, given that Xn =j and that action a is to be implemented, the signal 6 n is independent of the history of the signals and actions {6a, aa, 61> aI, ... , 6 n -I, an-I} prior to the n-th ed by Y~6 = P [e = e 1 X = j, a].
J n n transition and has conditional probability denot- An £-optimal cost function C is one satisfying (4) 11 C* -C 11= sup 11 C* (11) -C (11 I • ) i ~ £ .
1I£l!
A policy 0 such that c=C(·lo) satisfying (4) The decision maker chooses an information structure from the set of available structures and decides upon an action for the system.
Let a = (al, a2) be the pair of actions, al for the system control and a2
for information acquisition. More precisely, we have e a _ 'i'
where q (i, j, e, ab a2) is the immediate cost of the core process when a state of the core process moves from i to j and a signal e observed under actions al for the system and a2 for the information structure, and 11= (111' •.
• , 1IN) is the probability vector with an interpretation ~'i is the probability that the core process is in state i. 
Proof of [(ii)+(i)] :
From piecewise linearity of C(·lo) ,we have C(nlo) na for n e: V~ with the partition {V~} for k ~ k and 0 (n) = a., n e: v k J .. 
and a. a.
aj=q J+B~QeJav(j, e)' j=l, 2, ... , m.
The proof immediately follows from Theorem 1. Note that the set of equations (7) has a unique bounded solution (see Appendix) and that m need not be equal to the number of actions.
Properties of U a and U*
This section is a study of the properties of U a and U*. Most of these properties will be used later in the development of the algorithm to find e:-optimal approximations to C* and 0* .
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Let F be the space of real valued functions on IT with sup norm. Then F is a Banach space (B-space). Let IT be equipped with the Euclidean norm, and let C be the subset of continuous functions in F. Then C is a closed linear subspace (hence is itself a B-space) of F. Define operators U a' U* on F by Then of is simple.
Proof: Let {Vi} be the simple partition for f. Define
Then for each a, e, {Vi (a, e)} is a simple partition. In fact Vi (a, e) is given by or equivalently, The next theorem provides a means of constructing an E-optimal policy from an E'-optimal cost function and specifies the relationship between E and E'. The algorithm will first construct an ELoptimal cost function. From this cost function, an E-optimal policy is constructed.
Let fa be piecewise linear, and let on be defined by U*f n _ l , i.e., procedure is difficult to implement on a computer. However, since the partially observable Markov decision process has the structure of piecewise linearity and fa is poW. linear, then each fn is p.w. linear and each on constructed as in the previous theorem is simple (by Lemma 6). In this case, the cost functions and policies can be specified by a finite number of items -the inequalities describing each cell of a simple partition and the corresponding action or linear function.
Algorithm to Find an E-optimal Simple Policy:
(i) Start with any p.w. linear function fa (:ii) Compute f1 = U*f O. (~) Choose an integer n such that where E'
(1-8)£/26. I.e., choose ft larger than log [28//f o _ fl// l/log 6.
(:hr) Compute fn = U*f n _ l successively until n = ft.
(v) Consequently, we obtain fft such that II C* -fft II ~ E' .
(~)
Construct a policy 0 satisfying Then 0 is E-optimal.
Remark 5. The algorithm can be started with fa = O.
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Remark 6. The termination criterion, n = ft, in the algorithm has the advantage that Ilfo -flll is computed only once. However, it has the disadvantage that fi will probably be larger than necessary, causing unnecessary
iterations.
An alternative would be to compute Ilf -f I l l at each iteration and stop n nwhenever Ilfn -fn_lll ~ (1-6)E'/8. Theorem 2 guarantees that fn is an e;'-optimal cost function. However, the computations of Ilf -f I l l will, in n ngeneral, be expensive.
The best procedure is undoubtedly to check I ~ -f I l l at some, but not n nall, iterations. For example, fi might be computed based on I ~o -fIll. Then at some iteration n near ~2A, recompute n based on Ilf -f 1". n n-
